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Acid Rock Drainage in South Africa: 
legacy, challenge and opportunity
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Early mining in South Africa

Driving force behind the history and 
development of Africa's most advanced 
and richest economy. 

Profitable mining started with the 
discovery of a diamond on the banks of 
the Orange River in 1867 by Erasmus 
Jacobs and the subsequent discovery and 
exploitation of the Kimberley pipes a few 
years later. 

Gold rushes to Pilgrim's Rest and 
Barberton were precursors to the biggest 
discovery of all, the Main Reef, at 
Langlaagte farm  in 1886, the 
Witwatersrand Gold Rush and the 
subsequent rapid development of the 
gold field there, the biggest of all.
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The present day

Diamond and gold production may now be 
down from their peaks, but South Africa is 
fifth in the world in gold, and remains 
mineral-rich. 

World's largest producer of chrome, 
manganese, platinum, vanadium and 
vermiculite. 

Second largest producer of ilmenite, 
palladium, rutile and zirconium. 

Third largest coal exporter. 

Huge producer of iron ore; in 2012, overtook 
India to become the world’s third biggest iron 
ore supplier to China, the world’s largest 
consumers of iron ore.
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Mining’s legacies: economic ☺

Creates one million jobs (500 000 direct and 500 000 
indirect). 

Accounts for about 18% of GDP (8.6% direct, 10% indirect 
and induced). 

Critical earner of foreign exchange (>50%). 

20% of investment (12% direct). 

Attracts foreign savings (R1.9 trillion, 43% of value of JSE). 

13.2% of corporate tax receipts (R17 billion in 2010) and R6
billion in royalties. 

R441 billion in expenditures, R407 billion spent locally. 

R78 billion spent in wages and salaries. 

50% of volume of Transnet’s rail and ports. 

94% of electricity generation via coal power plants. 

Takes 15% of electricity demand and about 37% of the 
country’s liquid fuels via coal.
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http://www.thomaswhite.com/world-markets/china-all-that-glitters-are-diamonds/
http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.bdlive.co.za/incoming/2012/08/06/platinum-high-res-xxx/ALTERNATES/crop_400x250/Platinum%2Bhigh%2Bres%2BXXX&imgrefurl=http://www.bdlive.co.za/opinion/2013/05/14/thinking-in-the-same-old-way-will-not-rescue-the-platinum-industry&usg=__jVya7uamcmpT2SSOGuQ3rmaa5ZU=&h=250&w=400&sz=28&hl=en&start=16&zoom=1&tbnid=xnexeOATK0i9VM:&tbnh=78&tbnw=124&ei=ZbzfUcyjLoXD7AbcjIDABw&prev=/search?q%3Dplatinum%26sa%3DX%26rlz%3D1T4ADFA_enZA384ZA384%26biw%3D1680%26bih%3D825%26tbm%3Disch&itbs=1&sa=X&ved=0CEsQrQMwDw
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Mining’s legacies: social ☺

Creates one million jobs, but… 

Once mines close, the social impacts on 
employee households, communities 
and regions are severe and long term, 
leaving thousands of people 
impoverished. 

Ghost towns develop in areas that were 
reliant on mining for economic 
sustainability. 

The majority of people are usually left 
stranded, due to a lack of resources 
and capacity to ensure their sustainable 
integration into other sectors of the 
economy. 

The more skilled minority leave and 
migrate to other economic activities.
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Mining’s legacies: environmental 

Opencast / surface / strip mining:

Destroys landscapes, forests and wildlife 
habitats when trees, plants, and topsoil are 
cleared. This leads to soil erosion and 
destruction of agricultural land.

When rain washes the soil into streams, 
sediments pollute waterways. This can kill fish 
and smother plant life, and disfigure river 
channels and streams, which leads to flooding.

Chemical contamination of groundwater when 
minerals seep into the water table, and 
watersheds are destroyed when disfigured land 
loses the water it once held.

Causes dust and noise pollution when top soil 
is disrupted with heavy machinery and coal 
dust is created in mines.
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Mining’s legacies: environmental 

Underground mining:

Waste rock is brought to the surface – often 
becomes toxic and/or acidic when it comes 
into contact with air and water.

Causes subsidence as mines collapse and the 
land above sinks. This causes serious damage 
to buildings and farmland.

Lowers the water table, changing the flow of 
groundwater and streams. 

In Germany, >500 million m3 water pumped 
out of the ground every year. Only a small 
percentage of this is used – the rest is 
wasted. 

Removing so much water drains water from 
an area much larger than the immediate 
coal-mining environment.
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Mining’s legacies: mine water 

Mining impacted water:

acid rock drainage (ARD), 

acid mine drainage or acid and 
metalliferous drainage (AMD), 

mining influenced water (MIW), 

saline drainage (SD), and 

neutral mine drainage (NMD).

Formed by natural oxidation of sulphide 
minerals when exposed to air and water.

Excavation accelerates the process. 

May be neutral or acidic, with or without 
dissolved metals, always contains sulphate. 

Results from a series of reactions that 
proceed from near neutral to acidic pH.
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//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b8/Iron_hydroxide_precipitate_in_stream.jpg
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The challenges

1867 First diamond found
1871 Kimberlite pipes discovered
1886 Gold discovered
1887 Cyanidation patented
1917 Anglo American
1933 Anglo Vaal
1898 118 tonnes gold p/a
1913 280 tonnes gold p/a
1888 De Beers Consolidated Mines
1930 West Wits Line
1946 Orange Free State Field
1955 Evander field
1970 1000 tonnes gold p/a
1977 700 tonnes gold p/a
1983 50% forex earnings
1990 605 tonnes gold p/a
1995 Public warning of AMD
1998 Industry unbundling
2007 NUM strike
2010 AMD crisis
2012 Marikana strike
2018 TODAY

2080 What will you have done by then?
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Engaging stakeholders and 
finding solutions that minimize 
risk, maximize benefits, and 
manage trade-offs. 

Exercise socially responsible 
practices. 

Sustainable development - look 
for the solution from a whole 
society and a whole mine-
lifecycle perspective. 

Prevention of mine water 
instead of mitigation and 
treatment. 

Consider long-term cost in 
assessing feasibility of a mine, 
including closure costs and post-
closure site activities.

Water consumption in SA
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The agricultural sector is the 
biggest user of water (63%),
followed by the municipal 
sector (27%), power 
generation (4%), mining 
(3%), and industrial demand 
(3%).   

1.6 million hectares of land 
equipped for irrigation 
(DWA, 2013). 

According to the National Water Resource Strategy, “Water is the major 
limiting factor in the growth of this sector and poor water quality has a 
negative impact on agricultural exports and associated foreign 
income.”
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17-Sep-18 File name 11

Sector challenges: demand centres
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How much trouble is SA in? 
(DWS, 2000)
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Vaal Catchment augmentation
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LHWP Phase II 
(Polihali Dam)

Use of acid mine drainage

Thukela-Vaal transfer 
(Phased Mielietuin 

& Jana Dams)

Zambezi-Vaal transfer

Orange-Vaal transfer 
(Boskraai Dam with 
phased pipelines)

Desalination of seawater

Mzimvubu-Vaal transfer
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Opportunity: Water recycling

Two full scale, operational mine water to potable supply 
plants: Optimum and eMalahleni

Anglo American Thermal Coal / BHP Billiton joint venture

Optimum Coal

Local Municipality
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Non-potable reuse opportunities

• Landscape irrigation of golf courses, parks, 
playgrounds, sports fields, freeway medians, 
commercial, office buildings and residence lawns; 

• Industrial uses, e.g. air-conditioning, laundry, car 
washing, heat dissipation, power generation, and 
processing; 

• Agricultural uses, e.g. irrigation of produce, 
pastures for animal feed, and nurseries;

• Emergency use in dust suppression and fire-
fighting;

• Toilet and urinal flushing in both domestic and 
non-domestic buildings.

Witbank / eMalahleni context

Location
Geographic location South Africa, Mpumalanga Province
Upper Olifants River Catchment
Witbank Coal Field
1600 MASL; MAP ~800mm

Socio-economic context
Nearest city = eMalahleni (510 000 people)
Dominated by mining, steel, power & agriculture
Main water source Witbank Dam (capacity ~104 billion 
litres)
Energy hub for SA (70% of electricity generation)

Witbank Coal Fields
Anglo Thermal Coal, Xstrata, BHP Billiton, Optimum Coal, 
and Exxaro
Water security relies on both catchment volume and 
chemistry (Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn & S dominated water) 
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Business case

Provide access to reserves

Mines located at lowest point in catchment

100 billion litres water stored in workings in four mines

Cater for environmental needs (now & at closure)

Future and current decant and discharge water requirements

Acid Mine Water and Saline Mine Water

Security of water supply and conservation of surface resources

Industrial and potable water for operations (zero import)

Upper Olifants River Catchment classified as “stressed”

Hierarchy of water management/users & human rights to water access

Conflict avoidance around water issues in catchment

Climate change mitigation (variability of supply)

Drinking water supply to eMalahleni residents

Enabler for stakeholder engagement and partnership

Viable socio-economic solution for both parties
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Mine water reclamation plants
(WRPs)

Optimum WRP

Construction commenced 
Oct. ‘08

Commissioned Sept. ‘11

Capacity = 15 Ml/day

Capex R545m (£27m; 
US$36m)

Feed mine water is not acidic 
and does not carry a high 
metals load; high in Ca, Na, 
and Mn
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eMalahleni WRP

Construction commenced 2005

Commissioned Oct. ‘07

Capacity = 20 Ml/d treated 
water initially; ad hoc upgrades 
to 30 Ml/d; deliberate expansion 
to 50 Ml/d commenced 2011

Capex R1.4 billion (£71,000m; 
U$92,000m) for original  plant 
plus Phase 1 and Phase 2 
expansion

Feed is acidic water that is high 
in sulphates, Ca, Mg, Fe, and Mn
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Optimum Coal WRP infrastructure 
diagram
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Water Type → Acidic; Sulphate; Calcium; Manganese

Mine
Water

Potable
Water

Neutralisation
Reactors Primary

Clarifiers

Secondary 
Clarifier

Tertiary
Clarifier

Primary
Ultrafiltration

Secondary
Ultrafiltration

Tertiary
Ultrafiltration

Primary Reverse
Osmosis

Secondary Reverse
Osmosis

Tertiary Reverse
Osmosis

RO Permeate

RO 
Permeate

RO 
Permeate

RO Reject

RO Reject

Cl2

Dewatered
Sludge Cake

Dewatered
Sludge Cake

Brine

Dewatering
Fiter Press

Dewatering
Filter Press

Neutralisation

Desalination

Solid Gypsum Byproduct
300 tons/day

Liquid Waste –
Brine

0.15 Ml/day

Treated Water
50 Ml/day

Up to 99.3 % water recovery but not enough ……..

eMalahleni WRP treatment process
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What shall we do with the wastes?

Mine water waste remediation:

Solid waste (gypsum):

Gyp-SLiM - Gypsum converted into 
sulphur, limestone and magnesite

Gyp-BuMP - Gypsum converted into 
Building and Mining Products

Agricultural applications

Housing project

Liquid waste (brine):

Eutectic Freeze Crystallisation

Ion exchange

Freeze desalination

HybridICE

Demonstration work to scale up EFC 
and HybridICE
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Successful proof of concept of R&D project 
– 66 gypsum houses completed in 2010

Barriers to mine water recycling

• Low uptake by many industries
• Not core business

• Regulations vs. incentives vs. enforcement

• Capacity - money & staff numbers

• Expertise - no suitably skilled staff (because not core business)

• Feed water characteristics – high variability
• Require experience and expertise in design and operation

• Lack of expertise in process integration
• Design, operation skills shortage

• Tend to prefer that municipalities handle waste!!!

• Perception
• Complexity

• Costly

• Lengthy EIAs / institutional weaknesses

22
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Challenge (again)

23

Rising to the challenges

For: us!
• The role of scientists in AMD agenda 

setting and policy response. 
• New knowledge and its uptake.

24

Against: 
Complexity and misalignment of 
regulatory principles

Conservativism and reluctance
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Existing knowledge resources

• >200 publications by e.g. WRC, Coaltech, AMIRA, 
MEND, etc.

• Predictive abilities
• generation of acid rock & mine drainage
• rise in water levels and/or time and point of 

discharge when pumping stops
• Minimising the production and impact of ARD

• regional closure strategy 
• covers and other ingress reduction methods
• evaluation of the impact on surface water quality 

of release of stored saline neutralised ARD
• prevention of ARD / AMD formation

Existing knowledge resources

• Treatment technologies
• active / semi passive
• physical / chemical / biological / hybrid
• lab / pilot / demo

• New topics / emerging technologies
• Resource recovery and reuse
• Better long term impact prediction
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New topics: RRR in mining & water

• Characterising potential for ARD, design for disposal and extraction 
of products with value

• Selective removal of trace elements from mine wastewater
• Beneficiation of ochres and sludge generated from mine water 

treatment plants
• Optimizing the HDS Process for Maximum Value Recovery
• Fabricated soils from Coal Waste
• A WIN WIN solution for mine waste clean-up. The remediation of 

mine contaminated sites, the recovery of metals, prevention of 
water pollution and job creation

• An integrated bioprocess for AMD remediation and renewable 
energy generation

• Piloting a combined metallurgical slag/sugar cane bagasse process 
for treating AMD

• Managing saline coal mine water in Mpumalanga using irrigation
• Pilot-scale semi-passive treatment of ARD - Evaluation of products

New topics: long term impacts

• Assessment to determine if Pit Lakes are a solution to Coal Mine 
Closure in South Africa 

• Resource efficient and socially responsible approaches for the 
integrated management of mine waste

• Assessment of cover design, construction and aging on water 
percolation and oxygen ingress, AMD generation and seepage

• Preventing ARD generation from coal interburden waste rock -
comparing long-term efficacy and techno-economic considerations 

• WC/WDM Compendium of Best Practices and Case Studies
• Investigation into developing an enabling operating environment for 

ash backfilling into disused mines
• Integrating quantitative mineral textural measurements into ARD

characterisation for improved characterisation and prediction
• Updating current strategies for estimating a source term for a 

tailings storage facility
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The future of South Africa and 
elsewhere

© Water Research Commission 2013 29

Lily Tomlin - "I said Somebody
should do something about that. 

Then I realized I am somebody."

For any questions that arise later: 
Dr Jo Burgess

@JoBurgessH2O 

Research Manager: Water Research Commission

Chair: Water Institute of Southern Africa Mine Water Division

Fellow: International Water Association




